
Welcome to the Course

Innovation Course Overview

Welcome to the course! In this video, Rahaf outlines what we'll be covering week to week, and some tips to get the
most out of this class.

Welcome to Innovation! Here's what we'll be covering: 

Week 1: An introduction to the landscape analysis, including knowledge conditions, demand conditions, and weak signals. 

Week 2: Pipelining, a strategic approach to find sources of inspiration. 

Week 3: Trends and themes, adjacent and nonadjacent industries worth examining. 

Week 4: White Spaces, tangible opportunities, and where ideas fit in the real world. 

As we move through the course, make sure that you're referring to the lecture materials and doing the research. Even 5 or
10 minutes a day of practice will sharpen your skills. 

Booklet Intro

Wait, there's homework?

You can download the course booklet and track your progress with the exercises included. It's digital, so your dog can't eat
it.

Download here. 

Week 1 - Creativity and Landscape Analysis

Week 1: Getting The Lay Of The Landscape Analysis

Welcome to the first week!

In this first week, we're going to cover what being creative actually is and entails, and introduce some great tools to help
you develop your ideas.

What Is The Innovation Myth?

We think it's a great idea you've decided to take this class on how to develop great ideas.

Innovation isn't magic; it's a process, and in this course, we're going to be learning how to build the tools, skills, and habits
to come with great ideas.

We're All Special Snowflakes: The Idea Economy

Another key thing to keep in mind is that innovation isn't a rarified, completely new skill you're going to have to
teach yourself. It's probably a part of what you've been doing already.

Myth: Innovation is a skill which only geniuses master. 

Truth: Ideas and innovation form the basis of our economy. So if you've been in the workforce, you've had to be innovative.
Expertise and problem-solving are much more valued than task-completion now that the whole of a job consists of more
than, you know, changing shuttles on an industrial loom. 

Are You Now Or Have You Ever Been Creative?

In this video, we outline what it takes to be creative, and it involves less sparkles and unicorns than you might think.

Creativity, far from being innate and inviolable, is actually based in habits, beliefs, and behavior. Which are all things you
can develop and sharpen, even if you already see yourself as a creative person. Specifically, this class is going to focus on
three habits: 
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Perception - Our ability to look at the world and find sources of inspiration. 
Intellection - Taking inspiration and making connections, spotting opportunities.
Expression - Our ability to communicate ideas and share them with others. 

Or, for you visual learners:

Notice how they feed into each other. Combined, you'll be able to identify, construct, and articulate great ideas, which is
most of the battle towards making them a reality.  

If you want to check out some additional work on building creativity, look at Creative People Must Be Stopped by David
A. Owens. 

Paying Attention To Perception

We dive right into the first step of the creative process: perception. You have to see this video.

Perception is how we view the world around us - not necessarily with our eyes, but in what we absorb as important or
relevant to us. But good perception requires a particular way of looking, and there are some nasty habits that prevent us
from truly seeing opportunities. These are: 

Selective Perception - Putting arbitrary limitations on what you're seeing; deciding that certain sources aren't
relevant to you. 
Stereotyping - Applying assumptions to industries, businesses, or consumer behavior; telling yourself that you
already know the answer. 
Distance From Data - Failing to consider the source or the bias of the data you're looking at. 
Limited Data Gathering - Failing to look at varied sources of data, consuming only one type of source. 

The common theme of all of these behaviors is that they're self-limiting - they don't involve any learning on your part and
prevent you from expanding on what you're aware of. Perception is really about being open to any and everything in the
world around you, because inspiration can come from really unlikely sources. 

The Intellection Connection

On to habit two: intellection. That sounds pretty Sherlockian, but you don't have to be a sleuth to develop the
problem solving skills crucial to innovation.

Intellection is, quite simply, the ability to make connections. People with good intellection skills can take their informed,
open perception of the world and use it to come up with great ideas - because they're able to synthesize information and
find solutions to problems, whether it's a dastardly Victorian murder or a business idea. Just as with perception, there are
certain behaviors we can identify that limit intellection:  

Problem Framing - Failure to understand what the real, underlying issue is, leading to false solutions that don't
actually fit the problem. It's good to be solution oriented, but it's bad to jump right into problem-solving mode, as
your brain boxes you into the kinds of thinking that has solved issues in the past. That may not be the best way to
approach a problem.  
Premature Convergence - Failure to stop before the right time, or, put another way, settling on something too early.
Don't just settle on one idea as soon as you have one. Aim for three or five or ten. Keep pushing, and give yourself
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options to choose from. 
Lack Of Persistence - Failure to do the work; intellection is a conscious exercise and you have to put in the time in
order to come up with something that feels fully realized. Make your brain work for you. 

The common thread here is effort. Intellection is all about not leaning on past experiences, but doing the mental work and
the creative exercises which will help you come up with fresh and exciting ideas.

Express To Impress

In this lesson, we cover expression - and avoiding a failure to communicate.

Expression is the ability to share ideas with other people. Simple, no? Well, there's a couple of pitfalls that can prevent
good expression from taking place: 

Expression Anxiety - Includes fear, nervousness, or any sort of anxiety about speaking in front of others. There's no
magical fix for this, but the one thing you can do to improve is to practice. Drill yourself in private and put yourself
in positions where you have to speak in front of others. The more you do it, the more comfortable you'll get.  
Limited Vocabulary - This doesn't necessarily mean SAT words. But if you're unable to phrase your ideas
compellingly, in the language that is appropriate to the industry you're working in, then no one is going to grasp how
great your ideas are. Do research, watch videos, and find out how successful individuals within your field speak. 

These problems are mitigated by familiarity. The more you practice speaking and develop a vocabulary, the better off
you're going to be. But you also need to think about Communication Errors, which hamper your ability to be understood
once you've started talking. Some common ones are: 

Contrast - When you say something that is taken to have a different meaning by your listener. The best way to avoid
this is to set the terms you're discussing upfront, so that everyone in your audience is on the same page. 
Correspondence - When someone else says something that rephrases your idea in different language. A great way
avoid this, or dispel confusion from it, is to draw out what you're talking about or find some alternate method of
explanation. 
Conflict - When two people are seemingly incapable of reaching a common viewpoint. Sometimes role-playing
exercises are good ways to force a different perspectives. Pay attention to your own stubbornness, as well. Avoiding
being closed off or and always try to give others a fair hearing.  People respond to listeners by listening themselves. 

Zoom In On The Landscape

In this lesson, we introduce the landscape analysis and why it can provide you with more perspective to engage your
intellection and express your ideas.

The landscape analysis is a structure that's going to help you look at business issues in a way that utilizes the creative skills
we've been talking about. The benefits of doing one are: 

It helps you better understand the context of the market, meaning it takes into account the whole ecosystem. It's a
good way to get a broad overview of what's happening. 
It helps you identify areas of opportunity and challenges. 
It helps you identify industries that are primed for new products and services. 

Here's a visual of what we mean. Industry scans cover a lot of business elements: 



But a landscape analysis takes a more holistic look not at particular fields, but at issues and opportunities: 

A landscape analysis consists of: 

Understanding the Knowledge Conditions of your focus industry. 
Understanding its Demand Conditions.
Looking for Weak Signals that may become full-blown trends. 

If you don't know what any of that means yet, don't worry. The next videos are going to cover all of them. 

Find Your Focus Industry

In this video, we set the groundwork for our landscape analysis by picking an industry to focus on.

Even though a landscape analysis takes stock of more than just one industry, you should pick an industry to focus on as an
anchor-point for everything else that you look at. It should go without saying that you should pick something you find
interesting- that you don't mind spending time on or reading about. Don't pick the film industry just because we used it in



the last lecture. Pick it because you want to take it over.

The Highs And Lows Of Knowledge

The first towards understanding your landscape is to assess the amount of knowledge you'll need.

Knowledge Conditions are the type and amount of information needed to create a product/service within a given industry.
It's important to remember it's not a sign of how successful you can be within an industry, but a marker of how hard or easy
it is to enter any given space. And there's usually a spectrum. 

High Knowledge requires sophisticated organizational structure, equipment, specialized talent, and expertise gained
through experience. It can include complex production processes, as well. 

Low Knowledge is, as you might expect, more accessible. The information to enter an industry is easy to access, readily
available, and easy to implement. 

Knowledge conditions aren't static, either. Some industries have shifted from high to low knowledge industries, thanks to
technology. 

Demand Conditions 1: Earthshaking Magnitude

In this lesson, we begin covering demand conditions and how its magnitude impacts your focus industry.

Demand Conditions are measures of how much people might want your product/service within an industry. 

The first criteria to assess when determining what your demand conditions are is Magnitude, which is simply the size of the
demand. 

Size does matter. There's a reason film studios focus on broadly appealing blockbusters and pharmaceutical companies are
more likely to invest in drugs for common diseases than to produce "orphan" drugs for specialized cases. 

The bigger the pool of customers your industry has, the lower the fixed costs for setting up will be compared to a small
one. VC's will often fund innovations that target the largest markets, as opposed to more niche ideas. 

Demand Conditions 2: Growth Is Good

We cover the second demand condition worth considering: rate of growth

The second consideration that goes into demand conditions is Rate Of Growth, or the level of demand for products/services
within an industry. The more rapidly a market is growing, the less effort you have to spend converting customers from your
competition, and the lower the overall level of competition is. 

Demand Conditions 3 - Variety Is The Spice Of Segmentation

Third on the list of demand conditions is the degree of segmentation, or how many niches there are within a given
market.

The Degree Of Segmentation is the amount of different variations of preference there are in a given market. It's the
difference between the fashion industry, which has a very high level of segmentation and preferences for different types of
clothing, and water purification, which has a rather lower degree of differentiation. A filter's kind of a filter.

Again, if you've come up with the water purification filter to revolutionize the industry, a low degree of segmentation
shouldn't stop you. But if you're just coming up with ideas, it's good to look for industries with variation. Entering
segmented markets allow you to spot under-served segments at a smaller scale, find your fit, and grow from there. 

Boost The Weak Signals

The next piece of your picturesque landsacpe analysis is to hone on weak signals, and catch them before they
become trends.

Weak Signals are micro-trends which act as precursors to shifts in behaviors and markets that hint at new
opportunities. They help companies figure out what customers want and spot looming industry and market disruptions
before competitors. 

It's the opposite of data mining, in that it's about storytelling, narratives, and gut feelings, as opposed to analytics. You're
sensing something that isn't quite there yet, so the only way to get better at it is to practice. 



Here's what the lifespan of a weak signal looks like: 

For our purposes this week, the most important parts to focus on are the early stages - Idea Creation, where something
hasn't been actualized yet but might feature in speculative fiction or theories, and Elite Awareness, which occurs when
insider or specialized sources are picking up on the idea but it hasn't hit the mainstream yet. 

What Have I Got In My Pocket? Feedly.

In this video, we cover Pocket and Feedly, two great tools to help you do research for your landscape analysis.

Pocket and Feedly are apps that help you scan and clip articles and news that might be relevant to your industry, or give
you insight into trends. It's worth installing the mobile versions of both apps if you can, as scanning is more effective in
consistent, short bursts rather than one big cram session. The idea is not only to gather data, but to hone your sense of
what's important, and what you should be paying attention to.

Once you've spent a few days grabbing sources, you can spend a couple hours on a day that's good for you and go through
what's you've clipped in greater detail.  

Ready To Work(book)?

Time to actually put everything into practice and use your workbook to analysis your focus industry and find some
weak signals.

Assignments For This Week: 

Pick a focus industry. 
Download Pocket & Feedly. Familiarize yourself with how to use it, and do some scanning for weak signals.
Do pages 1-3 in your workbook. 

Week 2: Pipelining

Finally, A Diet That Works

Now that you've hopefully gathered some information, it's time to take a look at it.

Watch What You Read

In this lesson, we cover the kinds of information you should be consuming in order to stay healthy. It's like not
getting scurvy, but for ideas.

https://getpocket.com/
https://feedly.com/i/welcome


Your information diet is the media that you consume, but it's helpful to think about it on a daily or weekly basis. As with
food, it's important to have a good balance of sources, perspective and types - a mix of online and offline, short form and
long form, fiction and documentary. You should consider sampling a variety of: 

Blogs
Newspapers
Magazines
Television
Radio
Podcasts
Social Media
Academic Journals
Grant Proposals
Essays
Conferences
Hackathons/Pitch Competitions

Great ideas can come from any one of these, and you limit yourself if you limit your sources. 

Why Build A Pipeline?

Or, why you can't read ALL the things.

A Pipeline is a deliberate selection of information sources designed to help you build your landscape analysis. It's a
structure, and structure is important when there's simply so much out there. You're never going to consume all the
information that's available to you. So your goal is to understand the boundaries of your industry and recognize patterns
and themes, to understand where and why you should dial in and focus in depth on a source. Pipelines help put the richest
and most relevant sources of information in front of you. 

Don't Get Overloaded

We cover expectations that you should have when scanning for inspiration, and how not to fall in a black hole of
research.

Consuming information is a full time job now. Because of the dynamic, constantly changing, constantly updating nature of
information, you're never quite done gathering it. Or, put another way, it's possible to read a newspaper. It's not possible to
read The Internet. So the first important step towards creating a Pipeline is to have realistic expectations for what you can
accomplish. Do enough so that you can spot the layout, so that you can eventually recognize patterns and trends and issues.
You're just working to have a sense of what's going to be important. 

Tracking Down Trends

In this video, we cover what trends are and why it's important to look for them as you go through your research.

Remember that a Weak Signal is considered a micro-trend, or an early indicator of an upcoming trend. But what about a
full blown, fully grown #Trend? 

A Trend is a general direction in which something is developing or changing. It can indicate a shift in markets, behaviors,
policy, or technology. This sort of movement makes trends places with a lot of opportunity for creativity and innovation. 

Trends are wide ranging. They can be global, local, industry or niche-specific, and it's important to have a sense of both
large and small scale trends because there are any number of factors influencing influencing your industry and market.
They can be huge things that are impacting us on a global level or tiny, local things that ripple out. So it's good, in general,
to be aware. 

Around The World In 80 Trends

We break down some examples of global trends and how they might impact your industry or provide you with
innovative opportunities.

Trends point us towards ideas. But it can be difficult to think about them in general, or in the abstract. So think about the
kind of trends that are relevant to the industry you're focusing on, or might impact it. There are all kinds of them:
population trends, technological trends, behavioral trends, etc. 



Some example of more global trends that could help you come up with ideas or refine your vision are: 

Rise of Micro-Entrepreneurs
More Decentralization
Increasing Access To Information
Increasing Data Abundance
More Access To Media Platforms
Greater Social Influence 

Whatever avenue you go down, always ask how any given trend might be creating a new market, influencing consumer
behavior, or opening up opportunities. 

Find The Source(s)

In this video, we include some sources to consider as you identify trends and get a sense of your focus industry.

Sources to consider as you do your research for emerging trends and opportunities in which to innovate: 

People: Experts, advocates, haters, investors, thought leaders. 
Competitors: Government grant proposals, competitions, academic jounrals
Social: Hashtags, micro-funding platforms, message boards and forums. 
Hubs Of Knowledge: Reddit, wikipedia, specific online communities. 
Trends: Google news alerts/key terms. 

Enter The (Kalbuch) Matrix: Incremental Innovation

In this lesson, Rahaf introduces a tool to help visualize the kinds of innovation that may be open to you.

Innovation comes in different types, and a good way to visualize all the various opportunities available to you is with the
Kalbuch Matrix. It divides innovation across low to high axes of Technology (Y Axis), or how complex a product is, and
Market Impact (X Axis), or how quickly a product transforms a market. 

Incremental Innovation is as low as you can go: small improvements to an initial product solution over time, slowly
adding features. The tell-tale signs of incremental innovation is that it exploits an existing technology with low uncertainty.
The iPhone may have been new, but the iPhone 6 is simply the latest iteration of it. The change in this case focuses on cost
or feature improvements in an existing product. And the same is true of incremental innovation across the board: it
improves competitiveness within current markets or industries. 

Incremental innovation, in other words, is very low risk and centered on things that already exist within a set marketplace,
but it takes time. 



Enter The (Kalbuch) Matrix: Breakthrough Innovation

We continue covering the different types of innovations. Break on through to the next slide.

Next up, Breakthrough Innovation: 

Notice that while it involves a high degree of technological change, the market impact is relatively low. That's because it
doesn't completely redefine the market - it just gives one product or company a significant technological edge in features or
service over their competitors. 

Enter The (Kalbuch) Matrix: Disruptive Innovation

Ready to be quiet and pay attention (or not)? We continue to explore different types of innovation with disruptive
innovation.

Disruptive Innovation: welcome to changing the market forever. 

Disruptive innovation's gotten a lot of attention because while it's relatively low-key in terms of its technological



components, it creates a very high impact on its target market. How? By targeting underserved markets or untapped
customer basis by providing performance attributes which may not be valued by the mainstream customer base. And the
key is, disruptive innovations do this with a lower level of overall performance compared to what's already in the market. 

What that means is you don't have to build an iPhone to take over the market. You have to capture the segment of the
population that wants a budget airline or the group that wants to access their data anywhere, at any time, through the
cloud. So disruptive innovation takes an existing idea and offers new benefits to new consumers. 

If you want to learn more about disruptive innovation, Clayton Christensen's written quite a bit on the subject. 

Enter The (Kalbuch) Matrix: Game Changing Innovation

Eureka! Last but arguably most, we cover what game changing innovation is and means.

Finally, there's game-changing innovation: 

And "game" really means "the world." Anything that completely revolutionizes how we act, work, live, and/or behave:
that's a game-changer. They're hard to predict or to spot, but you can recognize them by how different they are from
everything else you've seen before. Game changers are new.  

Just Keep Skimming, Just Keep Skimming...

Let's talk a little bit about how to approach all the industry research you're gathering through Pocket & Feedly. Do
you dive deep, or just skim the surface?

It's important to approach the industry research you're doing as holistically as possible, and that means being willing to
absorb sources of differing densities. 

Deep Dives are more involved, longer sources, that often take a wider view of a subject or industry: books, essays, reports,
documentaries, academic theses, trade publications, etc. You want to have some of these in your belt (if not your Pocket),
so that you have a broad sense of the demands of your industry, its history, and accepted thinking. 

Skimming doesn't mean barely reading, in this case, but smaller, more bite-sized sources like news articles, blog posts,
tweets, and alerts. This is where you'll get a sense of your industry's current events - what's happening now and what's on
the horizon. 

Depth Perception: Can You See Your Research?

We continue to organize our industry research in order to achieve the best possible chance of catching innovations
within in.

How do you make sure you've balanced all your research and drawn from a wide variety of sources? 

http://www.claytonchristensen.com/key-concepts/


You also have a set in your workbook. But these five criteria will help you keep tabs on the data you're gathering, and keep
you honest about finding the right amount of variety and perspective. Sort by Deep Dive and Skimming, but also keep
track of Format (podcast, book, blog post, article, etc.). 

The other two considerations will require a little more digging and thought. Perspective analyzes the position of the
author: make sure you have a variety of biases, industry insiders and critics, to give you as fair and honest a look into your
focus industry as possible. Communities also gives you the chance to get a sense of the conversations being had between
headlines - find some subreddits, meetups, or forums relevant to your industry, and get a sense of what people care about. 

Consumption Junction: Week 2 Homework

After a few more words from Rahaf, you'll be ready to start your pipelining process.

The homework assignment this week is pages 4-7 of your course book. Keep your research as neutral and as varied as you
can, and be aware of your overall information diet. As you continue to identify weak signals, you can start extrapolating
them into actual trends. 

Week 3: Adjacent & Non-Adjacent Markets

Adjacent And The Argonauts

Congratulations! You've reached the halfway point. This week, we look around at adjacent industries to find context
and inspiration for our own focus industries.

More Industries, More Issues

Rahaf explains why adjacent industries are great places to explore innovative solutions for your focus subject.

Adjacent Industries share similarities to your Focus Industry. So for instance if you're focusing on film, other entertainment
industries which face similar issues of copywrite infringement and changing internet business models like books,
television, and music would work well. 

Pharmaceuticals, on the other hand, would be a non-adjacent industry to film. Those have little to no similarities to your
focus industry. 

It's important to think about which industries are adjacent to yours and what issues they've dealt with. You can take
solutions from them and apply important lessons to your own. 

Doesn't Even Go Here: Non-Adjacent Industries



But what about non-adjacent industries? They can in fact be great sources of inspiration and problem-solving. In
this lesson, find out how.

Non-adjacent industries do not, on the service, share the same problems and issues of your focus industry. But if you can
apply a new type of thinking to your focus industry, you can perhaps find fresh, innovative solutions. So don't be afraid to
take a look at a non-adjacent industry that's really far out there. You're looking to find new ways of thinking about
problems, not new problems themselves.

Get creative, and have fun with it. It's not a big deal if your research here doesn't pan out. But then again, it might pay off
huge. 

All Together Now: Themes

It's story time! We take all the research from all the industries we've looked at and find common problems,
innovations, and issues we can draw on.

Themes are stories that describe and explain a trend or trends. Basically, they make sense of all your research by giving all
the information you've gathered a coherent narrative and an interpretive slant. That obviously means the themes you come
up with for your focus industry are going to be subjective.

It's okay if you come up with different themes from someone else in the community looking at the same industry. There's
not one right answer or a correct equation to arrive at. You're attempting to find areas of opportunity that speak to you. So
don't be afraid to tell your own story. 

Who Tells Your Story?

There isn't a roadmap to finding themes from your landscape analysis. But don't stress. We'll talk you through how
to go about it.

There's no scientific method to developing themes.

 

What you have to do is ask yourself questions about the behaviors and beliefs contributing to the theme you see. Put
yourself in the shoes of a consumer or user. Create scenarios of what would happen if your focus industry's technology
suddenly changed. This process of questioning and hypothesizing? It's actually storytelling, and it may help you arrive at a
great opportunity or innovative idea. 

Become A Landscape Artist

In this video, Rahaf offers an example of how to construct themes from the trends and weak signals spotted in your
industry research.

Here's a closer look at how, visually, Rahaf approached the theme. First, by taking a trend and detailing where it's cropping
up within different markets, and what it looks like: 



Then, this trend can be turned into a theme, a story that invites business opportunity based on the way the market is
changing: 

Thematic Harmony

Finally, it's time to all the adjacent and non-adjacent skills you've learned into practice and identify some themes.

Your homework for this week are pages 8-10 in the course book. Find a couple adjacent and non-adjacent industries, and
then pick your favorites. Do the research - though you don't need to do as much on these, just enough to get perspective.
And finally, use the weak signals and themes you find in all your industries to establish some viable themes. 

Week 4: White Spaces & Opportunities

Roadmap To Innovation

Welcome to week four! We're going to wrap up our landscape analysis with an exploration of white spaces and a
roadmap disruptive business ideas.

White Open Spaces

The last step of the landscape analysis is to identify white spaces, or places where you can create innovation.



White Spaces help you direct your findings from theoretical to practical applications. They are the boundaries of the space
where you can act upon your findings and begin actually, you know, innovating. The most important thing to understand
about white spaces is that you define them yourselves. There isn't just one per industry. There are always multiple
opportunities to go after - you need to find the one that is most compelling and right for you, based on all the research
you've done. 

White Spaces: Walk Softly And Carry A Portable Stick

In this lesson, we give you a sense of what White Spaces can look like.

White Spaces are generally intersections of different segments or industries that are still untapped. They usually represent
an unmet need, an emerging consumer market, or the potential of new technology. Which is disruptive innovations often
take place in white spaces: they create new customers and solutions to problems the old market wasn't equipped to address.

So what does this look like, in practice?  

Portable Stick (USB) Drives: The white space for this product was the intersection of the need for storage and the
need for portability. 
iTunes: The white space here was the intersection of the need to access digital music, the need to pick and choose
songs, and the ability to easily distribute and pay for them. 
Uber: The white space is the intersection of taxi transportation and digitization of services (GPS location, integrated
payment software, and a ratings system). 

In all these cases, the white spaces appear when you identify one or more consumer needs within your focus industry, and
how technology might close the gap between those needs, or knit them into one amazing, completely disruptive product. 

White Spaces: Don't Wait For It

In this lesson we touch on an important aspect of white spaces: your window of opportunity to innovate within
them.

Once you've found white spaces, understand that they aren't fixed. They are, in fact, very temporary. Eventually other
players will move in and take over, making it hard (if not impossible) to enter the market. 

If you wait months and months, not only may the white space you've found not be there, but the whole of your landscape
analysis may be out of date. You need to be constantly scanning for new white space opportunities. Even once you enter the
market, you can still be disrupted. 

You don't have to be the first mover, but you do have to be what's called an early entrant - someone who can stake out a
section of the market and establish your disruptive innovation idea.

Remember:

Prepare To Compare

Feeling competitive? Before you launch right into an innovative business idea, it's important to practice some due
diligence and evaluate your potential competition. Rahaf shows you how.

Now that you have a sense of the white space(s) you want to attack, you need to take a look around at the broader
ecosystem of the market you want to enter and competitors in other spaces. Disruptive, by definition, means the upsetting
of a status quote. So you need to have a really good sense of what the market conditions entering and what you can take
from competitors in order to make your idea even more appealing. 

You should ask the following questions: 



What's the competition baseline? 
What are they doing well? 
What could they improve? 
How do competitors across industries stack up? 

If you're able to answer all of those, then you'll have a really strong understanding of your focus industry, and hopefully
some ideas for how to change it completely. 

Don't Fight The Law - The Law Wins

The next puzzle piece you have to fit into your landscape analysis is an awareness of government policy, and how it
might affect your business.

There's a number of regulations and considerations you may not be thinking about when it comes to your innovative idea,
but your government probably is. Government policy can cover a number of factors which can shape your industry and
impact your business, including: 

R&D requirements
Access to funds
Tax structures that promote entrepreneurship
Ease of visa structures to hire and retain talent
Ease of migration

These are all things you want to be thinking about now, while you're still in the ideation phase, before you have overhead.
Do the research and put in the due diligence, so you're not caught off-guard further down the line. 

Not So Global Innovation

Just as you need to be aware of government policy as you develop business ideas, you should research a country's
ability to innovate, too.

Each country has varying degrees of friendliness towards and capacity for innovation. So some of the factors you should
research and keep in mind as you prepare to set up shop are: 

1. R&D Intensity - How much is your country's research and development expenditure, as a percentage of Gross
Domestic Product (GDP)? You want to be based in a country, ideally, where R&D is robust and valued. 

2. Productivity - What's the GDP by employed person age 15 and over? You want to be sure you're in an active and
productive environment. 

3. High-Tech Density - What's the number of high-tech public companies - such as aerospace and defense,
biotechnology, hardware, software, semiconductors, Internet services, and renewable energy - which exist as a
percentage of all publicly listed companies? This will give you a sense of both the opportunity and the competition
out there. 

4. Researcher Concentration - How many professionals, including PhD students, are engaged in R&D per million
people? Ideally more than few, as you'll want to employ bright people. 

5. Manufacturing Capability - What's the manufacturing value-added as a percentage of GDP and as a share of world
total manufacturing value-added? This may matter less if you're focusing on software, but it's important to know
what your country's capacity is. 

6. Tertiary Efficiency - Number of secondary graduates enrolled in postsecondary institutions as a percentage of
cohort; percentage of labor force with tertiary degrees; annual science and engineering graduates as a percentage of
the labor force and as a percentage of total tertiary graduates. Again, you want a qualified and active employee pool. 

7. Patent Activity - Resident patent filings per 1 million residents and per $1 million of R&D spent; patents granted as
a percentage of the world total. 

But if that seems overwhelming, don't worry. You don't have to be an expert in every single criteria, but it is worth doing
some baseline research so you're not surprised later down the line. 

Chart The Right Course



Doing innovation research about different countries can be overwhelming, but don't worry. We have some handy
charts which will help you find the place that best fits your innovative idea.

So how do countries actually rank in terms of innovation? 

This is an overall score for most innovative countries for 2014. But when it comes to specific verticals, the rankings
change. It's more important to identify what criteria are going to be most beneficial for your idea than to immediately move
to South Korea. 

Take some time to figure out what support and what capabilities it's most important for you to draw on, and consider where
you'll be able to get what you need. 

A Tale Of More Than Two Cities

Now that you've done some research on national support for innovation and entrepreneurship, do some work on
individual cities and figure out where you'll have the biggest advantage.

Now it's time to figure out where is the most advantageous place to situate yourself within a country. If you're based in
Europe, check out the EDCi. If you're based in the US, there are a number of sources you can investigate to find a good fit.

But the EDCi's criteria are important to consider regardless. You want to plant yourself in an environment with good access
to capital, strong digital infrastructure, entrepreneurial culture and support, a thriving business environment, knowledge
spillover, and lifestyle. You may not be able to hit 10s on all of these, but figure out which are most important to you. Can
your lifestyle take a hit if it means access to venture funding? Or is it more important to have space and time to grow your
business before you take it to the business community? You want to find a place that will not only support but may help
accelerate your business.  

Ask What Your Country Can Do For You

There are all kind of government support programs in place to foster innovation and entrepreneurship. In this
video, we explore a few of them.

As you do location and market research, it's also important to keep in mind that there are a wealth of government programs
around the world designed to foster innovation and help startups start up. There's the French Tech Passport, Start Up Chile,
and many others. Take the time to look for grants, funding, and accelerator programs wherever you're going to base
yourself. If you don't, you definitely find them. 

Social Barriers

We cover one final consideration for you if you're thinking of entering a new or foreign markets: the social barriers

https://digitalcityindex.eu/
http://www.bloomberg.com/ss/10/04/0422_top_ten_startup_cities/2.htm
http://www.popularmechanics.com/culture/g1859/the-14-best-startup-cities-in-america/?slide=1
http://www.entrepreneur.com/article/227829
http://en.lafrenchtech.com/government-support/
http://startupchile.org/
http://www.spring.gov.sg/Nurturing-Startups/Pages/ACE-startups-grant.aspx
https://www.sba.gov/about-sba/sba-initiatives/startup-america/about-startup-america


which can challenge entrepreneurs.

Don't just practice due diligence on the business side of your market, industry, and country. You also need to consider the
social factors, especially if you're considering operating in a country that's foreign to you. You can be impacted not only by
laws, but access to capital, social norms, different talent pools, and infrastructure of varying quality.

For instance, it's easier to be a woman entrepreneur in some countries and very very difficult in others: 

Make sure you're aware of these factors before you book a flight. 

The Promised Land(scape Analysis)

Time to wrap up everything we've learned and complete our landscape analysis.

Homework for this week includes pages 12-17 in the course book. We're going to put all the pieces of our landscape
analysis together: weak signals, trends, themes, and now white spaces. Think about your market ecosystems, and after
you've done your due diligence, you're ready to present your idea and figure out your next steps. 

The End

Only The Beginning

Congratulations! You made it.

Now that you've completed your full landscape analysis - congratulations, by the way - you have a business idea you're
ready to disrupt a market with. It's this idea, and all the subsequent ones you're going to come up with, that's the actual first
step to big innovations. 


